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The figures in the right-hand margin indicate full marks.
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

1. Answer any FOUR questions from the following: 4x2=08

a) Using Euler-Lagrange's equation, prove that the shoftest distance between two
points in a plane is a straight line.

A particle is constrained to move on the plane curve xy = c under the incluence

of gravity only. Obtain its Lagrange's equation of motion.
State the basic postulate of special theory of relativity.
Define Virtual work and generalized coordinates of a dynamical system.

Show that the following transtbrmation is canonical , =){O'+ q\, Q =

b)

c)

d)

e)

tor-t (!\.
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f) Prove that the gain of Kinetic energy of a moving particle is equal to the work
done by the pafticle.

2. Answer any FOUR questions from the following: 4x4=16

a) Find the Lagrange's equation of motion for a pendulum in spherical polar
coordinates, of length l.

b) Show that the transfbrmation

Q = log(1+ frcos p),P = zJq0 + ficosp)sinp
is canonical. Find the generating function C(q,Q).
Then show that

(i) the translbrmation is canonical, and

(ii) the generating function of this transformation can be put in the form

r = -("'t -t)' an p . 2+z
c) Define the degrees of freedom of a dynamical system. Suppose a particle is

constraint to move on a circular plane x2 * y' = o2. Then r.l,hat would be the

degree of freedom of the particle?
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d) Given a mass-spring system consisting of a mass m and a linear spring of
stiffness k hanging from a fixed point. Find the Lagrangian equation of motion
for the system.

e) Write down the Lagrange's equations when the Lagrangian has the following

form L = qq - ,[t - q,. Show that the lollowing functional ] = [i'!4 O*uxo y,,

will be extremum if y = 5in51t$ + c2), where c1, c2 are arbitrary constant.

1+3

f) What is the effect of the Coriolis force on a parlicle falling freely under the

action ofgravity.

3. Answer any rc questions from the following: 2x8=16

a) State Hamilton's principle. Use it to derive the Lagrange's equation of motion
lbr conservative svstem. 2+6

1+7

b) Prove that x2 + y' + zz - cztz is invariant under Lorentz transformation.
Prove that E = mc2, in relativistic mechanics.

c) Define cyclic coordinates for a dynamical system. For a dynamical system

l-r
r =r(t+2k)d +?Ap+cp'): , =rn {(t*t1d *,p'}

0,q are constants, n, k are positive constants. Write down the Lagrange's

equation ofmotion and deduce that

p-d.o(#)w-o*

andif 0=a,0=i' at /=0 then 0--a forallt.
d) Prove that Poisson bracket obeys the distributive law. If X,Y,Z are three

dynamical variables, then prove the following:

O[x, ly, zl] + ly, tz, x)) + [2, lx,v]l = o

(ii)[x,Y,Z] =YlX,Zl + XlY,Zl. 2+4+2


